HEALTHY.
ECO FRIENDLY.
RESPONSIBLE.
HARO Flooring – Made for generations

SUSTAINABILITY IS THE FOUNDATION
UPON WHICH WE BUILD OUR FUTURE
The spaces we live in deeply express our personal attitudes to life. Floors play a unique role. They are the stage
on which our everyday lives play out, reflecting our personality and creating the foundation for a pleasing
atmosphere in a room – often across generations.
More than 150 years of experience and our love for wood – our most important raw material – make HARO the
leading manufacturer of floor coverings in Germany. In recent years, our company has constantly been setting
trends and new standards for the flooring industry through numerous innovations. An important success factor
is the sustainable development of the company, which has been practiced for five generations – sustainability
lies in HARO's DNA.
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In this brochure we have summarised the individual building blocks of the HARO sustainability concept for you.
From harvesting to the production and maintenance of our products, the responsible use of raw materials, energy
and people along the value chain is in our minds at all times. Nevertheless, sustainability is not a matter of course
and must be continuously reassessed and driven forward.
Shaping the core processes of our business in a sustainable way will always remain one of our key tasks and
support our long-term success.

Dr. Peter M. Hamberger

Uwe Eifert

Michael Paringer

Company manager

Company Manager Marketing/Sales

Company Manager
Technology

In 2015, all member states of the United Nations focused on the AGENDA 2030 with 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
These goals reflect the great challenges of our time.
All areas of HARO that are focused on sustainability actively support at least one of the SDGs. The pictograms of the respective goals
can be found in the corresponding sustainability measures in this brochure.
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HARO CREATES QUALITY
OF LIFE
HARO stands for Hamberger Rosenheim and is Germany's best known flooring brand.
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG, which is the largest division of the Hamberger group,
is the company behind HARO.
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The Hamberger group in figures (Status: 31 December 2017):

• Founded in 1866 – more than 150 years experience in the processing of wood
• 2,500 employees
• 315 million euros in sales per year
• Operating in around 90 countries
• 50 percent export share
• Innovator and trend setter
Sustainability is one of the nine fundamental values of
 the Hamberger company philosophy.
With a sustainable business model, the company helps to ensure economic success and a clean and
healthy environment for future generations.

SUSTAINABILITY AT HARO
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*

These quality seals certify environmentally friendly
procurement and production at HARO.
* For wood fibre insulation boards from the HARO accessories range.
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A HEALTHY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT

MANAGEMENT OF RAW
MATERIALS

Natural materials for
comfortable living

Quality made in
Germany

No harmful emissions in
the home

PEFC-certified
parquet floors

Regulation of air
humidity

Resource-saving
processing

Hard-surface floor
coverings are ideal for
people suffering from
allergies

Certified raw materials
and environmental
management
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT

RESPONSIBILITY

100% green electricity

HARO – Caring about
future generations

Energy efficiency
through heat recovery
Reduction of transport
routes through the use
of regional raw materials

Training and staff
development
Environmental resource
management in the
company

Certified with the
Blue Angel label

For more than 150 years, HARO has been a specialist in the processing of wood as a natural raw material and a
pioneer in the development of sustainable and healthy floors and wall coverings.

HARO
PARQUET | DESIGN FLOORS | LAMINATE FLOORS | CORK FLOORS | CELENIO | INTERIOR
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A HEALTHY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT

THE IDEAL FLOOR
FOR HEALTHY LIVING
Made from natural raw materials that are free from harmful substances and create a
healthy living environment, HARO Floors ensure an inviting and comfortable atmosphere
in private and commercial settings.
The Blue Angel quality label certifies that HARO floor coverings Parquet, Laminate Floors,
CELENIO and DISANO are particularly environmentally friendly.
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SDG 3: Ensuring a healthy living
environment and fostering well-being
for people of all ages.

A HEALTHY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT
The Blue Angel label confirms that HARO floor
coverings are environmentally friendly.
The following product properties of our floors are
especially relevant for a healthy living environment:

• 100% FREE FROM PVC AND PLASTICISERS
PHTHALATES AND HEAVY METALS
• CERTIFIED WITH THE
BLUE ANGEL LABEL AND
THE ECO-SEAL

• IDEAL FOR PEOPLE WITH ALLERGIES

STRONG AWARENESS REGARDING HEALTHY LIVING
ENVIRONMENTS:

54%
54% of Germans feel that floor coverings greatly
influence their well-being.*

62%
62% of Germans would be willing to spend more
money on healthy floor coverings.*
* representative survey by YouGov 2016

DISANO by HARO
Landhausdiele XL 4V
Steineiche creme
strukturiert

sehr gut
ÖKO-TEST-Magazin 10/2014

HARO Parquet: One advantage is the positive effect
it has on air humidity. Parquet buffers moisture and
releases it back into the room when needed. This way,
HARO Parquet creates an ideal indoor climate.
HARO Laminate Floors: The patented Silent CT
technology reduces room sound by 60% and
contributes to well-being.
DISANO Design Floor: The healthy alternative to
traditional vinyl floors. The easy-to-clean
Design Floor is 100% free from PVC, plasticisers and
phthalates as well as heavy metals.

DISANO Classic
Plank 1-Strip XL 4V
Holm Oak Creme textured

Consistently ecological
and without harmful
substances, also when
it comes to cleaning and
maintenance:
clean & green, the
environmentally-friendly
floor care series

The Wood2New study (2014-2017) confirms the positive effect of wood on air quality and humidity. Wood
has a stress-reducing effect and its tactile properties are perceived as pleasant; the material is said to have a
positive effect on room acoustics. www.wood2new.org
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MANAGEMENT OF RAW MATERIALS

SDG 12: Ensuring sustainable
consumption and production
patterns.

LOCAL PRODUCTION
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Transport routes also have a significant influence on the environmental sustainability of products. From the forest to
production and trade to the customer's living room – the shorter a log's journey, the better it is for the environment.
Our parquet, for instance, which is produced with raw materials from certified forests close to the production site,
scores points compared to parquet from Asia, which – while creating the corresponding emissions – travels
thousands of kilometres on container ships before reaching the markets. Therefore, when choosing your floor, ask
which region they are from.

Customers all over the world rely on the high product
quality of HARO – quality Made in Germany. We
acquire most of our raw materials from PEFC-certified
sources and focus on the responsible use of all the
resources we need for our products and production.
For parquet, for example, more than 70% of the wood
comes from PEFC-certified forestry and wood industry.

A CLIMATE-FRIENDLY CHOICE:
Wood needs solar energy and carbon dioxide (CO2) to
grow. Energy and carbon are stored in the wood and
only released when it rots or when the wood residues
are used to generate heat, like in our own power plant,
for example. The amount of CO2 released is the same
as the amount withdrawn from the environment during
growth. This cycle makes wood floors so incomparably
sustainable.

MANAGEMENT OF RAW MATERIALS

Waste management in accordance
with the Recycling Management
Act (Kreislaufwirtschaftsgesetz)
and recycling of residual waste
and recyclable materials.

RESOURCE-SAVING MULTIPLE USE IN THE
COMPANY AND AT HOME

Multiple use made easy: Thanks
to the 3.5 mm thick top layer of
our Parquet Series 4000, the
floor can be sanded several
times, which guarantees a long
life.
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PARQUET OF THE HARO 4000 SERIES CAN BE SANDED
SEVERAL TIMES – A LONG LIFE IS GUARANTEED.

SUSTAINABLE REFORESTATION PROTECTS THE CLIMATE:
EACH YEAR, FORESTS IN EUROPE STORE AROUND 100
MILLION TONNES OF CARBON DIOXIDE.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

RENEWABLE ENERGY FROM THE
REGION AND FOR THE REGION
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SDG 7: One of the targets of SDG 7 is to
significantly increase the share of
renewable energy in the global energy mix.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Almost all HARO Floors are produced at the
headquarters in Stephanskirchen in Upper Bavaria.
Here, the production plants and administrative
buildings are supplied entirely with electricity and
heat from renewable energies. The energy is
produced by the company's own combined heat
and power plant through the CO2-neutral energetic
usage of sawdust and wood waste.

In 2016, HARO also reactivated the Sims river, which
flows through the premises, as an energy source. As
early as the 19th century, the company installed a
water wheel there to generate energy. Today, a small
modern hydroelectric power station feeds green
electricity into the grid.

50
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The two HARO biomass power plants for power and heat generation
have a thermal output of around
This involves two turbines for power generation,
with a total output of

60%

megawatts.

megawatts.

of the electricity generated is used by the company itself.

What remains unused supplies around
This saves HARO

70,000

THANKS TO ITS OWN HEAT GENERATION AND HEAT
RECOVERY, HARO IMPROVES THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
OF ITS PRODUCTION PROCESSES.

8,000

households with electricity.
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tonnes of CO2 per year compared to fossil energy generation
(this is about as much as 5,800 Munich-Sydney round-trip flights).

A COMPANY RAIL CONNECTION ENABLES
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY DELIVERY

RESPONSIBILITY

SDG 8: Promotion of long-term, broad-based,
sustainable economic growth, productive full
employment, and humane working conditions for all.

SDG 9: Building a resilient infrastructure, promoting
sustainable industrialisation and supporting innovation.

CARVED FROM A DIFFERENT WOOD
High quality parquet has a long life. It is durable, robust and hard-wearing.
At the same time, the raw material wood radiates calm, warmth and vibrancy.
Many of these traits have been adopted by Hamberger over five generations of entrepreneurs.
For more than 150 years, it has been the concern of each generation of these entrepreneurs to hand over the
company well-equipped into the hands of the next generation.

RESPONSIBILITY

Apprentices at Hamberger: "The apprenticeship has helped us professionally and personally.
It 's nice that our company offers employees lots of opportunities for training and further education".

THINKING IN TERMS OF GENERATIONS IS ALSO
REFLECTED IN OUR ORIENTATION TOWARDS EMPLOYEES.
SOME EXAMPLES:
• With many campaigns, workplace health management
ensures well-being at work. In February 2018, the
company received the GOLD Award from AOK Bayern,
a health insurance company, for introducing the
workplace health management system.
• With the JobRad campaign, Hamberger supports the
purchase of bicycles and e-bikes for employees.
• A cooperation with a gym and regular company
sports events motivate employees to do sports.
• Varied opportunities for further education and
training give employees individual options to
develop their careers.

Product safety and product quality have top priority
at HARO. To ensure this, all employees work in
accordance with the specifications of globally
recognised certification systems. This ensures that
production processes are documented and
systematically trackable. It also ensures the consistent
high quality of products and processing at HARO.
ISO 14001 certification Environment management
system for the continuous development of
environmental efficiency.
ISO 50001 certification for the development of
an energy management system. The goals are
the permanent reduction of the company's own
energy consumption and an increase in energy
efficiency.
		
ISO 9001 certification Quality management
system to increase overall performance and
sustainable innovation development in the
company group.
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